
With ASPION G-Log Premium you extend the performance range of the shock data loggers: 
Activate the data loggers simply via app, transfer reports automatically and simplify the entire 
handling. The software-based service, equipped with cloud storage, can be put into operation  
in just a few minutes. 

Extensive features
 ◾ Scope of performance of shock data loggers extended 

by cloud storage
 ◾ No memory limitation, depending on readout frequency 

practically unlimited recording
 ◾ Accumulation of shock and climate values for a complete 

data analysis
 ◾ Flexible and process-safe operation via smartphone 

app without additional infrastructure 

Full flexibility for transparency and process reliability
 ◾ Maximum flexibility and full transparency guaranteed 

at all times
 ◾ Process-safe and location-independent activation 

of ASPION G-Log 2 data loggers via app, e.g. by external 
suppliers and service providers

 ◾ Also suitable for the secure tracking of goods that 
change location several times

 ◾ Simple and secure resetting and re-activation of 
ASPION G-Log 2 data loggers without data loss - even 
in transit

 ◾ No need for expensive hardware or infrastructure - 
simply use a smartphone to communicate with the data 
loggers and the cloud storage

Simple handling at all levels
 ◾ Automated transmission of all reports via cloud 

transfer directly after readout
 ◾ Cross-site operation in the company network with 

shared data access
 ◾ Simple assignment even with many data loggers 

due to transmitted location data when reading out 
the loggers

 ◾ No instruction or training required to operate the app

Secure and reliable
 ◾ Software developed in Germany and hosted 

in TÜV-certified German data center
 ◾ Intelligent encryption mechanisms provide for 

protected data transfer
 ◾ Complete process security even with divided 

business structures

Prices
 ◾ Low one-time installation fee
 ◾ Annual fee for cloud storage depending on transfer 

volume, starting from €240 per year

System requirements
 ◾ Server/computer with Windows operating system  

Version 10 or higher
 ◾ .NET Framework V4.8 or higher

www.aspion.de

Excellent all-in-one solution for medium-sized 
and globally operating corporations

ASPION data loggers managed easily

Flexible. Process-safe. Transparent.

http://www.aspion.de

